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Annuities are a popular approach to securing retirement income, and millions of Americans are investing in them. Annuities are designed to provide a steady stream of income during your retirement years, though they have some notable drawbacks and can be notoriously complex. Here's what annuities can do for your retirement as well
as what you should watch out for. What is an annuity? An annuity is a contract that provides someone with an influx of income, usually in retirement, in exchange for money paid into an annuity. Annuities are usually offered by insurance companies, which build up the lifetime allowance and ensure that it is paid as planned. You can
purchase an annuity by depositing a lump sum or by paying in an annuity contract over time. An annuity will be payed over any period specified in the contract, perhaps it is a fixed period like 20 years or perhaps it is for the rest of the customer's life. So the income allowance can offer the certainty of income and the possibility of never
exhausting that income. Types of annuities can be broadly formulated into three different types: fixed – a fixed annuity guarantees you a minimum rate of return on your investment and will pay over a fixed range. Variable – A variable annuity allows you to pay your money in various investments, often mutual funds. What the annual return
pays off for you depends on the performance of investments, as well as the spending ratios on all the funds you invest in. Indexed an annuity – An indexed annuity offers a rate of return that tracks an index like the Standard & Poor's 500 index, which holds hundreds of America's largest companies. In addition to these three types,
annuities can also be categorized by when they pay: deferred annuities will be paid at a certain time in the future, perhaps at a certain age in retirement. Instant payment allowances start paying as soon as you deposit a lump sum. Annuity has two broad periods in its life – the accumulation phase and the annuitization, or payment, phase.
During the build-up you invest annuity money, whether disposable or over time. During the retesting phase, you take payments from the supplement. Money deposited in an annuity is incarcerated for a period called the surrender period. If you decide you want out of the supplement, you'll pay a non-payment called surrender payment.
Annuity features can be understood in many different ways, depending on customer needs. Some may ensure that you receive a certain amount of dollar payments from your account over a certain period of time. Many offer a death benefit, which may pay for your passing, like life insurance. One popular option is to have a longer
surrender period, giving you more time to cancel. Some annuities may offer the benefits of survivors, when the spouse can continue The benefits of an annuity over a certain period of time, and most annuities can be built up with other riders offering as much benefit as insurance. Generally, the more features your annuity has, the more
expensive it is. So while the company issuing the contract has many different ways to create an annuity based on what you need, you will be able to pay extra for all the benefits. Benefits from annual regulations offer deferred growth in tax on your investment until you withdraw the money. So if you pay into an annuity with after-tax money,
you will be taxed with a withdrawal just on the profits of the account, not every fund you take. This feature can be valuable for those looking for a way with a tax advantage to invest. Unlike other tax-deferred retirement accounts, such as traditional 401(k), annuities do not include a maximum annual contribution, allowing savers to stack as
much cash as possible. It's a special benefit for higher-income savers who would otherwise like to contribute more to their retirement, but have exhausted their ability to do so in the form of a tax advantage. You can also buy an annuity within a Roth IRA or Roth 401(k), which makes these payments completely tax-free, although many
experts frown on putting a complex tax advantage account within another such as the Roth IRA. The downside of annuities can solve the challenge of finding a guaranteed influx of income in retirement and may offer some other benefits such as a death benefit. However, it comes with quite a few drawbacks, and many financial advisers
suspect annuities for the following reasons.1. Land complexity contracts are very complex, often running to dozens of pages. In these fine print, you'll find all the many conditions of the fossilised allowance, such as when you can get paid, how much it will cost you to cancel the contract, how much you're guaranteed to pay, what allowance-
based return allowance and all the other details governing the agreement. In addition to this complexity, annuity contracts may differ markedly from one to another. Annuities have some broad similarities, but the details are where annuities really stand apart. The benefits of each annuity contract may differ – allowing insurance companies
to offer a certain type of coverage you're looking for, as well as hiding some of the less flattering details of the contract. It should be to the point of note, you will need to read the contract very closely to see exactly what your rights and responsibilities are. But even spending hours on the contract may not be enough.2. Huge sales
commissions One of the biggest drawbacks of an annuity are the large sales commissions that are c leaking with the product. The fee is money that comes straight from your payment and doesn't go into a pot of money that funds your income stream years later. Unfortunately, it's not unusual to identify At 6 or 7 percent, though they may
rise up to 10 percent. If you put $100,000 into an annuity, a salesperson can take $6,000 or more before the money starts working for you, although the industry may obscure how you're charged. In general, complex annuities with many more features have higher fees than simple annuities. An annuity with a long surrender payment period
means higher fees, too. With such an incentive, it's no wonder insurance agents are eager to sign customers in a complex product. It's also a reason why you need an independent paid-only financial advisor looking for your interest, not their personal financial interest.3 It's hard to undo TheAmid all the complexity of the contract, you may
find how to cancel your annuity, a process that may come with significant fees – called surrender fees – or other lost income. While there are ways for you to wiggle from the contract, don't expect them to be easy or painless.4 Money is not liquid, if you put your money in an annuity, it is usually associated with a long period of time. You'll
get your income stream and you might be able to withdraw part of the fund, but for the most part your money is locked into an annuity and you have relatively little access to it. This can be problematic if you need money in case of an emergency and your income or other savings are not enough.5. Variable annuities are from risk because
they may rely fully on the markets for each gain, and variable annuities may be quite risky, leaving you with some gains and possibly even losses after years of savings. You want to invest any money for the long term so that you can ride through the dips in the market, and avoid fees that may come with early redemption of an annuity if
you decide to go down this road. Variable annuities can also be filled with fees - mortality risk payment and expenses, expense ratios of all the funds you invest in, administration fees and any additional fees for special features you've added to your account (for example, a death benefit or a guaranteed minimum payment).) And if you
withdraw your money early, before age 59 1/2, you can get hit with a 10 percent penalty bonus in addition to the taxes you owe on any investment gains, similar to penalties for early withdrawal on traditional IRA accounts 401(k). Annuities alternatives to so many types of annuities exist because consumers have different needs. But a good
financial adviser can restore many of the benefits of an annuity without as many disadvantages as possible. For example, while an annuity may guarantee you a 4 per cent return on your money, an adviser may be able to build a portfolio that earns you 5 per cent today and offers a growing influx of dividends in the years ahead. Such a
case may also offer you flexibility. On the other hand, many retirees love the security of An income, and an adviser can set up your portfolio to pay you in cash on a regular basis just like an annuity. You may even be able to set up a life insurance contract that mimics the typical death benefit in many annuities. Perhaps best, you can get
these benefits at no same cost as you will pay in sales commissions and still maintain a much more flexible portfolio. An adviser looking for your interest can find low-cost mutual funds that generate strong returns over time. The annual bottom line can solve a particular type of problem for a particular type of person – a fixed retirement
income for people with little experience in financial matters – but they are not the all-cure they are often offered as. A good financial adviser can build a plan that avoids many shortfalls of an annuity while offering many of the benefits, including a potentially higher return. Picture featured by Ridofranz of Getty Images.Learn More: Frank
Burns, an executive at a commercial tire company in Spokane, Vash., has been the target of annual sales pitches several times, but is always demurd, wary of the complexities and costs of the products. So why, when he turned 57 this year, did he sink $500,000 from his annuity savings? Quite simply, annuities look better than they have
in recent years, thanks to an interest rate rise. Returns and guarantees are more generous - up 10% or more than last year - and there are far more lower-cost options. These are tempting trends for people like Burns who, hoping to retire in a few years, are eager to protect his investments as the bull market watches its ninth year. My
portfolio has taken hits four or five times in my career, and I don't want to go through that again, says Burns, who chose a New York life allowance that allows him to invest in a fairly aggressive portfolio and protects against losses for 10 years. Annuities are insurance contracts with three main objectives: they can provide a floor under
investment losses, allow for more deferred investment and tax once individual retirement accounts 401(k)s are maxed out, or turn a lump sum into guaranteed income for life. For all types of products, conditions have improved. Consider the simple bellwether fixed allowance: like a deposit slip, these annuities allow savings to grow at a
fixed rate for a fixed period of time - but annuities also defer taxes on earnings. The guaranteed top five-year interest rate offered by an insurer with an A.M. Best A rating or higher is 3.6%, up nearly a percentage point from 2.65% a year ago. Longer-term guarantees have been a little slower to get a grip on rising rates, but a positive trend
is feet: a year ago, the most competitive contract for a 60-year-old man wanting to lock in the guaranteed annual income at age 70, assuming a $200,000 investment, was $21,015; This year, the income Lockdown 9% higher at $22,888. The recent rise in benefits is a turning point in years-long stretches of business and snuggly annuities.
Last year, industry sales fell for the third consecutive year to $192.2 billion, which is 27 percent below their 2008 peak. The trouble stemmed from the low interest rates and regulatory pressures. Low interest rates make it harder for insurers to afford guarantees, leading to less generous guarantees for investors. Then there's the
Department of Labor: The industry spent more than a year overhauling product lines and systems to comply with a DOL rules that was supposed to take effect this year to protect consumers from commission-inspired distributed sales practices. It was repealed under President Donald Trump. While that leaves investors vulnerable, there is
some good news: the industry has been turned around. Renewed product lines include more transparent and flexible contracts. For example, TIAA's new income test drive allows investors to abandon their income agreement within two years without penalty - an attempt to address investors' indecisiveness to turn a liquid lump sum into
fixed lifetime payments. And some insurers have loosened restrictions on how annuities portfolios can be invested are changing aggressively. The restrictions, which became standard after the market declined in 2008, required investors to select managed volatility funds or limit their stock allocation to 60%, to reduce volatility and reduce
the risk of insurers. Recently, though, Lincoln National introduced a contract with unlimited exposure to shares, and Ohio National raised its share allocation limit to 80% on one of its products. What's more, almost all insurers have launched commission-based annuities in the past year, which are typically cheaper - at a full percentage
point or more - than traditional commission-based products. Although payment-based products represented less than 5% of annual sales last year, it was the only sales channel that grew. Insurers see huge potential as fee-only consultants, who have traditionally avoided annuities, face income planning for an increasing number of aging
customers. The value proposition of annuities varies completely, says Rob Santiu, director of product management and research at PNC Investments, who recently pretentied his old work allowances platform to make way for new contracts. They once had one product that tried to be everything to everyone, and the costs outs noted the
benefits. Now there are more than better options. Another push could come from a business with bipartisan support in the House. The Retirement Improvement Savings Act, or RESA, will encourage more than 401(k) plans to offer annuities. Annuities are currently allowed in 401(k) plans, but it is rare to find them there, in large part
because employers worry about liability if they choose An insurance company that later fails to pay claims. To help comb through this expanding universe of annuities, Barron projects for the most competitive contracts across different types of annuities through discounts such as age and size of investment. Because annuity contracts can
last for decades, only the uninsured with a rating. The best M's A's or higher were considered. Keep in mind that a change in discounts can produce different results, and quotes on certain contracts are updated monthly. Built-in annuities The biggest product story of the year is the explosive increase of so-called structured annuities. After a
slow start when AXA Equitable introduced the first of these in 2010, built-in annuities have recently become a whole new annuity category - with a number of insurers jumping in - and changing play for people who want to invest for growth but are worried about a stock market slowdown. Sales rose by more than 20% for these contracts
last year, one of only two types - along with variable commission-based annuities - that did not suffer from water declines. The dull name of structured annuities underpins their seductive role: they return to the index on the stock exchange and promise to absorb a certain level of losses, usually by 10%. Thus, if the market drops by 15%,
you will lose 5%; In a 7% market drop, you wouldn't register a loss. In return, it sets a lid on the positive performance. The current quota on products linked to the S&P 500 ranges from 10% to 14%. Structured annuities are designed out of collar-collar option strategies typically only available to high net worth investors, says David Lowe,
founder of DPL Financial Partners, a new company that provides pay-only planners with an Amazon-style annuity platform. We love them for the mass market, because they protect against a succession of yield risk when they approach retirement or when five to ten years on. Tariffs are a huge improvement compared to the 4% cap on
returns set by fixed annuities, which also snap upside to the stock index, and so far, have been the option to go into the industry for investors who want to protect the downsides and something more than just Treasury yields. Sales on fixed annuities, which have been the rising stars in the industry in recent years, fell 5% in 2017. Investors
like Michael Coyo, 70, from Fawraville, California, are fascinated by higher yield potential on structured annuities, even if it means carrying a low risk. I'd be happy to limit my profit to 10% if it meant avoiding a catastrophic loss, says Coyo, a former senior executive at the North Atlantic Treaty Organization's communications agency, who
says he's in the process of discussing a structured annuity with his wife. I don't want to go to bed every night thinking about what the Dow did. Like all annuities, these new products have variations Reach out to investor preferences. There are two types of built-in allowances - pool and store products. Buffer allowances protect investors
from the first 10% or 20% of losses, and expose them to the rest. Floor products, which are less popular, do the opposite: leave the first, say, 10% of the losses to the investor and absorb the rest. Ohio, which says its company's business is headed this year for the first time since 2011. Typically, the positive tariffs on floor products are a
little lower, she adds. The tariffs are also affected by whether an insurer charges an explicitly separate fee, or imprints fees on the terms of its contracts. This is especially evident in the more expensive fees sold in commissions. When an adviser earns a commission on sale, the insurer is on the hook to pay the commission to an adviser,
but will pass the cost to investors either in the form of an independent payment or by taking a small return off the table. Consider commission-based pool allowance with a 10% disadvantage of S&P 500 shelter. Allianz Life's value is highly competitive, allowing investors to participate in 14% of the index's lead, compared with Brighthouse
Financial's 12.5 per cent. However, investors should note that Allianz charges a separate fee of 1.25 per cent, while brighthouse's contract cost is reflected in the bottom cover. When markets are up, both cost structures tend to net about the same for investors. But when metrics are flat or down, people with an explicit fee still have to pay.
Like all annuities - and insurance products, for that matter - structured annuities are very complex behind the scenes, which include sophisticated investment strategies to mimic the yield of an index and reduce the risk of shortfalls. But part of their appeal is that outside, they look simple, with only two moving parts – the pillow and the hat.
Annuities vary despite movement towards easier-to-understand products, variable allowances with income riders ensuring future annual payments remain remarkably detailed, each with their own internal mechanics and special benefits for consumers, making it difficult for them to understand or compare. Variable annuities allow investors
to choose from a menu of investment options, and assets to increase deferred tax. While insurers came out with an especially low cost, simple variable allowances, the bulk of this category's sales are still captured by annuities with complex and expensive income riders. When carefully selected, investors can make the positive aspects of
these products work in their favor. Guarantees have the potential to rise when underlying investments perform early on And there are riders to address almost every concern in retirement. For example, Lincoln's Income Life Benefit 2.0 rider includes a nursing home benefit, which ensures that income will increase by 10% if you hold a
contract for five years and you are 70 years of age or older when entering a nursing home. Revenue is renewed to the originally guaranteed level if the account value runs to zero. Total contract fees for annuities vary with income riders running at 2.3%, and then there is an spending ratio on basic investments, which averages 1%. The
value proposition of annuities has always been a topic of discussion because there is always a replacement required to get some level of bail. For example, Wade Pao, a professor of retirement income at the American College of Financial Services, ran the numbers to show that a simple fixed-yield annuity would give you a higher after-tax
payout than if you invested in the relatively safe Treasury, even in a rising rate environment where you roll a one-year bond to higher and higher returns each year. Consider investing $100,000 in an annuity with a fixed rate of 2.5% for seven years, compared with an annual bond yielding 1.2%. (That's where the returns were when the
study was conducted last year.) After seven years, the interest rate will increase to $114,151 after tax, and the Treasury Department, assuming prices remain level, to $105,967. If the Treasury rate rises to 3.12%, the average since 1990, its total after-tax revenue still lags behind, at $111,394. This is partly due to higher interest rates paid
by annuities. Insurers pool investor assets and invest in corporate securities with higher returns than the Treasury. The annual end has an added benefit if the Treasury is held out of a retirement account - the pension provides a tax deferral, while the income from the Treasury portfolio will be taxable as it is paid. But there's an exchange:
liquidity. While many fixed allowances allow you unconditional withdrawals of up to 10% of your property, they lock assets above that amount for a period consistent with its fixed interest period. If you withdraw assets from a five-year fixed-interest contract after three years, you may be subject to a surrender charge, which is a fine that
starts up to 10% of the property in the first year, and deteriorates over the period at a fixed rate. The penalty could be high enough to erase the benefits on the Treasury strategy. When it comes to annuities with lifetime income guarantees, the transactions in liquidity, flexibility or explicit costs can be greater, and the value of the benefits
depends on your lifetime - a factor that is, for most of them, unpredictable. For many people, deciding whether to buy an annuity comes down to peace of mind, says Davis Rimmer, founder of financial advisory firm DHR Investment Advisor who recently began offering fee-only annuities Customers. As life expectancy lengthenes and the
risk of money running out, annuities provide security. There's no other product that can do what entrepreneurs do. Doel: editors@barrons.com editors@barrons.com
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